2-Chloro-2'-deoxyadenosine inhibits DNA repair synthesis and potentiates UVC cytotoxicity in chronic lymphocytic leukemia B lymphocytes.
2-Chloro-2'-deoxyadenosine (CdA) is a deoxyadenosine analogue which targets enzymes involved in DNA synthesis, and hence might interfere with the resynthesis step of DNA repair. We tested this hypothesis in resting B cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia (B-CLL) lymphocytes, after firstly characterizing unscheduled DNA synthesis occurring in these cells. We observed that the spontaneous incorporation of [methyl-3H]thymidine (dThd) into DNA of B-CLL cells was not completely inhibitable by hydroxyurea (HU) which blocks DNA replication. In addition, in the presence of HU, dThd incorporation could be upregulated by UVC radiation or DNA alkylation, without re-entry of the cells into S phase. CdA was found to inhibit both spontaneous and upregulated DNA synthesis in B-CLL cells. Phosphorylation of CdA was essential to exert this effect. We finally observed a strong synergistic cytotoxicity between UV light and CdA, which was correlated with activation of caspase-3 and high molecular weight DNA fragmentation, two markers of apoptosis. Taken together, these observations indicate that in B-CLL cells CdA inhibits unscheduled DNA synthesis which represents the polymerizing step of a repair process responsive to DNA aggression. Inhibition of this process by CdA, together with a combined activation of the apoptotic proteolytic cascade by CdA and UV, may explain their synergistic cytotoxicity.